◆Admission Policy
KGU is hoping to have a great variety of students, who are inspired to the
founder’s spirit based on Christianity and KGU motto ‘Be a man and serve
the world,’ who have specific goal and have passion to achieve it, and who
meet admission guideline based on the 7 items of aptitude listed below.
・ Who has basic knowledge of those subjects completed at high school.
・ Who has the particular knowledge and skills of the specialized subjects
to learn at high school.
・ Who has good enough Japanese language skills to convey one’s thought.
・ Who has flexible thinking and can state one’s own opinion.
・ Who has interest in various social issues and has willingness to do
positively toward those various issues.
・ Who has positive attitude to cultural events, sports, and social
contribution activities.
・ Who tries to communicate effectively and to understand mutually.
Admission Policy at each College
◆College of Intercultural Studies(CIS)
CIS selects students in the various entrance examinations, who are inspired
to the founder’s spirit based on Christianity and KGU motto ‘Be a man and
serve the world,’ who are interested in and eager to study at CIS, and who
meet one of the 7 items of aptitude listed below.
・ Who has basic knowledge of those subjects completed at high school,
especially Japanese language, English, and Social studies.
・ Who is interested in understanding the different culture.
・ Who has a strong desire to learn cultural education and skills to meet
with globalization.
・ Who has willingness to improve communication skills in Japanese and
foreign language.
・ Who wants to do and think by oneself, connecting with other people in
this global society.
・ Who has highly advanced the foreign language skills which are
authorized by various foreign language examinations.

・ Who has remarkable achievement on cultural events, sports, and social
contribution activities, and also has positive attitude toward them.
◆College of Sociology (CoS)
CoS selects students in the various entrance examinations, who are inspired
to the founder’s spirit based on Christianity and KGU motto ‘Be a man and
serve the world,’ who have clear objective and passion to achieve selffulfillment with understanding the educational purpose of CoS, and who
meet with the admission policy of CoS under the 7 items of aptitude listed
below.
・ Who has basic knowledge of those subjects completed at high school,
especially Japanese language, English, and Social studies, which are
mandatory basic academic ability to study at CoS.
・ Who has enough Japanese language skill to convey one’s thought
・ Who has remarkable achievement on cultural events, sports, and social
contribution activities, and also has positive attitude toward them.
・ Who has experience of volunteering, different cultural experience, group
activity, which form the basis of studying at CoS.
・ Who has flexible and versatile thinking , ability to summarize opinion
logically, and ability to express it on paper.
・ Who is interested in various social issues and has willingness to
contribute positively to solve those issues.
・ Who has an attitude to communicate effectively and to try to reach
mutual understanding.
◆College of Economics(CoE)
CoE accepts students on the result of some entrance examinations, who are
inspired to the founder’s spirit based on Christianity and KGU motto ‘Be a
man and serve the world,’ who are interested in studying economics, who
have aptitudes listed below.
・ Who has basic knowledge of those subjects completed at high school at
the average level, especially Japanese language, Foreign language,
Geography, History, Civics, and Mathematics.
・ Who has good enough knowledge and skills of the specific subjects like
Foreign language, Book keeping, and Information technology at high
school level.

・ Who has good enough Japanese language skill to convey one’s thought
clearly.
・ Who can consider logically with looking into a matter flexibly.
・ Who has interest in various issues of economic world, and has a strong
desire to contribute to find solution.
・ Who has willingness to contribute to the organization or community, as a
member of society, with using special knowledge and skills.
・ Who has an attitude to interact actively with others to try to reach mutual
understanding through effective communication.
◆College of Business Administration(CBA)
CBA accepts students on the results of some entrance examinations, who
are inspired to the founder’s spirit based on Christianity and KGU motto
‘Be a man and serve the world,’ who are interested in studying business
administration, and who have aptitudes listed below.
・ Who has basic knowledge of those subjects completed at high school at
the average level, especially Japanese language, Foreign language,
Geography, History, Civics, and Mathematics.
・ Who has good enough knowledge and skills of the specific subjects like
Foreign language, Book keeping, and Information technology at high
school level.
・ Who has good enough Japanese language skill to convey one’s thought
clearly.
・ Who can consider logically with looking into a matter flexibly.
・ Who has interest in various issues of economic world, and has a strong
desire to contribute to find solution.
・ Who has willingness to contribute for the expanding organization or
local society, as a member, with using special knowledge and skills.
・ Who has an attitude to interact proactively with others to try to reach
mutual understanding with good communication skills.
◆College of Law(CoL)
CoL is looking widely for students on the results of some entrance
examinations, who are inspired to the founder’s spirit based on Christianity
and KGU motto ‘Be a man and serve the world,’ who are interested in
studying law, and who have aptitudes listed below.

・ Who has basic knowledge of those subjects completed at high school.
・ Who has flexible thinking and can form one’s own opinion
・ Who has positive attitude toward cultural events, sports, and social
contribution activities.
・ Who has interest in various social issues and willingness to challenge
those various issues positively.
◆College of Science and Engineering (CSE)
CSE is looking for students who meet with acceptance guideline listed
below under the KGU motto ‘Be a man and serve the world.’ Our goal is
to bring up engineers who can contribute to the happiness of mankind or
society with our own knowledge and technology.
・ Who has necessary basic academic ability to study at the CSE.
・ Who has a strong desire to study at CSE and has determined to keep
going.
・ Who keeps in mind ‘moral soundness,’ ‘honesty,’ and ‘public spirit’
which are mandatory spirits to work in the field of science and
technology.
・ Who has willingness to contribute to human beings, society, and region
with our knowledge and skills, and who can understand that the science
technology consists of collaboration and cooperation with each other.
◆College of Architecture and Environmental Design (CAE)
CAE is looking widely for students on the results of some entrance
examinations, who are inspired to the founder’s spirit based on Christianity
and KGU motto ‘Be a man and serve the world,’ who has clear objective
and passion, and who meet with acceptance guideline based on the 8 items
of aptitude listed below.
・ Who can form own opinion about various issues in the field of
Architecture and Environment design with flexible thinking and
expression in appropriate words.
・ Who has willingness to attack and challenge positively to various issues
in the field of Architecture and Environment design.
・ Who is interested in those human living space, such as Construction,
Environment, Urban, Houses, and Interior, and has a strong desire and
passion to study at CAE.

・ Who has basic knowledge of those subjects completed at high school.
・ Who has special knowledge and skills of specialized subject learned at
high school.
・ Who has good enough Japanese language skill to convey one’s thought
・ Who has positive attitude toward cultural events, sports, and social
contribution activities.
・ Who tries to communicate effectively and to understand mutually.
◆College of Interhuman Symbiotic Studies (CIS)
CIS is looking widely for students on the results of some entrance
examinations, who are inspired to the founder’s spirit based on Christianity
and KGU motto ‘Be a man and serve the world,’ who have clear objective
and passion, and who meet with acceptance guideline based on the 8 items
of aptitude listed below.
・ Who has basic knowledge of those subjects completed at high school.
・ Who has special knowledge and skills in the English or information
course of study.
・ Who has good enough Japanese language skill to convey one’s thought.
・ Who has flexible thinking and can form one’s own opinion.
・ Who has interest in various social issues and willingness to challenge
positively to those various issues.
・ Who has positive attitude toward cultural events, sports, and social
contribution activities.
・ Who tries to communicate effectively and to understand mutually.

